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Providing Guidance

- Based on constraint and target metamodel
- Strategy for finding options is required
  - defined with constraint
  - based on constraint language
- Found options are endogenous transformations of target model
- Choose an option = execute transformation
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- Incomplete Information
- Target model updates
- Rule scheduling
- Different source metamodels
- Model synchronization
Approach Characteristics I

- Help designers getting the desired model vs. automating non-automatable tasks
- Constraints generated automatically through transformations
- User guidance based on constraints and target metamodel
- Transformation options for target model derived from constraints
- No automatic changes of target model
Approach Characteristics II

- Delay of decisions
  - from metamodel/transformation design time
  - to modeling time
- Resulting models may be different from conventional transformation
  - based on additional domain knowledge
Constraint Characteristics

- Constraints are additive and independent
  - can be added at any time
  - without scheduling issues
  - can come from different source models
- Defining desired characteristics requires less information than defining a specific solution
  - constraints are easy to generate
- Provide information even without generated guidance
Validation

- Working prototype
  - Custom incremental transformation engine
  - UML metamodel
  - OCL-like constraints
  - Models: 20 industrial (up to 160k elements), 10 synthetic
  - Model/Analyzer incremental consistency checker
Performance

- Test 1 – Ambiguous transformations
- Test 2 – Merges for multiple sources
- Add/remove elements (e.g., a message) to/from source
- Transformation and constraint validation measured
Applicability

- Approach is generic and not limited to
  - a specific transformation engine
  - a specific constraint language
  - specific source and target metamodels
  - a specific consistency checking technique
Future Work

- Usability studies and case studies
- User guidance
- Automated fixes
- Constraints contradictions / overconstraining
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